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Introduction – slide 1 

Digital Television  

1. Digital systems of delivery are shaping how television is both produced and consumed 

New companies online –  

 The new media companies are a combination of both continuation and experimentation of the 

traditional industries 

 They represent a fragmenting of television  

 Where reception is dispersed across a variety of different sites  

 And some have even termed this as an existential crisis for television  

 One way of thinking about these changes is to think about a post-television era as part of wider 

changes in relation to technology, audiences, industry, content and culture 

 

Television and Video  

 As television moves to digital forms, it becomes more like video  

 Some argue that television content and video content are produced and distributed in the same ways 

 Which blurs the differences between video and television.  

Global audiences moving online  

 Global audiences are moving online with both amateurs and semi-professionals producing content for 

global audiences 

 companies like Google, create high speed, fibre optic networks that also transform access to digital 

content.  

Audiences produce video content  

 There is a blurring between the distinction between video and television in this digital era 

 Which is moving online – or post-television as some call it.  

 

Netflix  

 Netflix is estimated to have about 49.4 Million subscribers in the U.S. and over 86 Million worldwide 

 Reviews of Netflix have suggested that the catalogue is limited and offers old films and programmes 

but despite this, Netflix continues to grow 

Began as DVD mailorder subscription service 1999 

 Netflix began as a DVD mail order subscription service in 1999.  

 Over time, it then moved to become a film streaming service  

 And by 2016 it had revenues of US $ 6.77 Billion  
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Streaming online film service-Subscription  

 Netflix is a subscription service where you pay for access to the catalogue of films and television 

programmes.  

 Netflix tends to have older titles compared to services like iTunes which has new releases 

 People may use different devices to watch Netflix content  

Netflix has hurt rating of children’s programmes.  

 One outcome of Netflix is that children’s television channels and ratings for children’s programmes on 

terrestrial television have declined 

 

Impact 

 Other impacts are a little more contradictory  

 For example, Netflix appears to encourage more television consumption generally and the presence of 

older episodes of some programmes (like Mad Men) has increased audiences for new episodes of these 

programmes 

Impact and Emmy nominations 

 In 2014, Netflix received 31 Emmy nominations whilst it took HBO 25 years to gain its first Emmy 

nomination, it took Netflix 6 months.  

 They get pitches from A list scriptwriters before Hollywood does 

 And Netflix is said to have been responsible for reviving serialised television dramas 

 Netflix are producing their own content as well as bidding for the rights to various content  

 There are also features of Netflix that consumers like, such as being able to return to the show at the 

same point you last viewed it 

 Some suggest that this is similar to the short viewing habit introduced by YouTube and binge watching 

 

Content  

 Netflix obtain most of their content from Paramount, MGM, 20th Century Fox, Sony Pictures, Time 

Warner, DreamWorks and Marvel (subsidiary of Disney) and also Disney in relation to some 

programming.  

Produces its own premium content e.g. House of Cards 

 Netflix also product their own content such as House of Cards, Orange is the New Black  

 They had the rights to Star Wars: The Clone Wars – Disney – which released 6th season solely on Netflix  

More content available through services such as Netflix  
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 Whereas television viewing united the population into a mass during much of the 20th Century, it is 

argued that the 21st century is typified by multi-platform and individualised viewing experiences 

 These bring a wider variety of content 

Criticisms:    

◦ Some of the criticisms that Netflix have faced include the lack of new releases and sometimes the poor 

quality of the programmes and films in their catalogues 

◦ But equally, others suggest that traditional television also initially offered a lack of choice and initially 

the quality was poor  

 

Amazon Prime and Hulu 

 Amazon offers a video streaming service called Prime Instant Video 

 In 2013-2014 Prime Instant video almost tripled the number of streams it delivered which gave Prime 

members access to content such as the Sopranos 

 The content becomes available 3 years after appearing on HBO 

 The digital environment increases both the rate of production and expands audience choices  

Hulu 

 Hulu is a free streaming service found in 2007 

 Mutually owned by Disney, NBCUNiversal, 21st Century Fox  

 They launched a subscription service Hulu Plus in 2010 

 But Hulu has more video advertising than some services which has no advertising and is only available 

in Japan and the U.S.  

 And of course, traditional television is in competition with all of these.  

 

Apple and iTunes 

 iTunes dominates the electronic sell-through market 

 This is the term given to content which is purchased for permanent ownership, where you pay for a 

one time free to download and own digital product 

 In 2011 the sales of downloading films exceeded the sales of DVDs for the first time 

 By 2013 iTunes customers were downloading 800,000 television episodes and 350,000 films a day 

 But Apple products are tied in to only Apple products, Locking consumers into their products and 

controlling the content that is available 
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 A slightly revised version of Apple TV allowed users to connect to content from Netflix, Vimeo and 

YouTube, and there is piracy, account sharing and the like – so it may be difficult for Apple to retain 

complete control in the future   

 

YouTube 

 Google is staking a claim in the television market through its video site YouTube 

 You Tube launched 1000 channels of niche oriented programming by Madonna, Disney, Wall Street 

Journal and others 

 Twenty of the channels gained 1 million views per week by 2012 

Reorganised to function like television  

 YouTube has reorganised itself to function more like television with channels and pay per download 

viewing 

Thus the television industry itself is changing  

 The television industry no longer has privileged access to a dedicated viewing device, and the notion of 

the whole television industry is itself changing 

 For the viewer, there is content from more and more sources 

Homecasting 

• This is where users upload audio visual messages to a site.  

• Some argue we are in a post-broadcasting age.  

• Videos from YouTube now appear in Tweets, Facebook etc. - which challenge the definitions of a 

programme. 

 

Freedom  

 The key theme that seems to define the current television industry is one of freedom in the digital era 

 Freedom in relation to both legitimate and illegitimate online viewing 

 Along with this, though, there is also more online surveillance 

 Audiences also want more advertising free experiences  

More choice available -Creation of post-television generation  

 And some would argue that online television has created a post-television generation,  where the way 

we watch and access television is so different from traditional television. That we have to call it post-

television. 

 

Zero TV Crowd 
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• This is the term for those who don’t watch traditional television.  

• Some suggest the term internet television (a television on the internet)  

• But television is still watched e.g. live events.  

 

Liveness 

Broadcasting live 

 There are different ways of thinking about liveness –  

 We can think about broadcasting live but also viewing live  

 Liveness, I suppose, is also linked more to traditional television formats, except in things like news.  

Direct 

◦ Live is translated from the French meaning direct  

◦ And some programmes still have the live feature – particularly reality programmes  

Historically all programmes were live 

 In the early days of television, all programmes were broadcast live  

 And then over time, the proportion of live performances lessened  

 But the term live remained in use, and changed slightly to describe television which broadcast real 

events as they happen 

 But in some instances, it is not about the event or the content that is live, but the fact that the 

broadcast is live  

Real events 

◦ Live transmission guarantees that that media could be interrupted at any time, and make an immediate 

connection to real events that happen  

◦ Liveness also links television to other media such as the Internet or to mobile phones 

 

Types of Liveness 

 Fully live is not just about the technical side, but also about whether the spectator believes that 

something is live 

 Fully live television tends often to be major media events – or parts of programmes that broadcast 

themselves as live 

Liveness 

• We tend to experience continuity broadcasting much more than we usually experience live 

broadcasting  

• A lot of things look and sound live – but are recorded and edited 
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• As particularly happens with news programmes on 24 hour news channels 

Direct address 

◦ Direct address is when the person looks straight into the camera and addresses us,  

◦ The voice over 

◦ The voice over may tell us how to interpret what we are seeing on screen 

◦ Acousmatic voice  

◦ The acousmatic voice has no physical identity and can generate the effect of a spontaneous intervention  

◦ Whereas visualisable and visualised voice tend to be journalists commenting on something is seen and 

addresses us.  

Online liveness 

 Online liveness – may occur in chat rooms for international audiences for breaking news on major 

websites 

 Online liveness overlaps with the other categories of liveness and is an extension of liveness across 

different media  

 As well as the live streaming of long-anticipated events on websites such as sporting events 

 And news site coverage of breaking news such as CNN and BBC  

 The internet can work with traditional television but can also offer different experiences of live 

transmission.  

Digitisation 

• Dome argue that digitisation just changes the way we do things i.e. we still speak about programmes 

and content, but we do so on Twitter, Snapchat and Facebook.  

 

 


